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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the project is to develop novel and probabilistic approach to string 

transformation, which is both accurate and efficient. Two specific applications are 

addressed, namely spelling error correction of queries and query reformulation in web 

search. Given an input string, the system generates the k most likely output strings 

corresponding to the input string. The approach includes the use of a log linear model, a 

method for training the model, and an algorithm for generating the top k candidates, 

whether there is or is not a predefined dictionary. The log linear model is defined as a 

conditional probability distribution of an output string and a rule set for the 

transformation conditioned on an input string. The learning method employs maximum 

likelihood estimation for parameter estimation. The string generation algorithm based on 

pruning is guaranteed to generate the optimal top k candidates. A detailed study about 

the query reformulation has been discussed in this review journal. 

KEYWORDS: String Transformation, Log Linear Model, Anchor Text, Query 

Reformulation 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses string 

transformation, which is an essential problem, 

in many applications. 

In natural language processing, 

pronunciation generation, and word stemming 

can all be formalized as string transformation. 

String transformation can also be used in query 

reformulation and query suggestion in search. 

In data mining, string transformation can be 

employed in the mining of synonyms and 

database record matching. As many of the 

above are online applications, the 

transformation must be conducted not only 

accurately but also efficiently. 

String transformation can be defined in 

the following way. Given an input string and 

set of operators, we are able to transform the 

input string to the k most likely output strings 

by applying a number of operators .Here the 

strings can be strings of words, characters, or 

any type of tokens. Each operator is a 

transformation rule that defines the replacement 

of a substring with another substring. The 

likelihood of transformation can represent 

similarity, relevance, and association between 

two strings in a specific application. Although 

certain progress has been made, further 

investigation of the task is still necessary, 

particularly from the viewpoint of enhancing 

both accuracy and efficiency. 

Correcting spelling errors in queries 

usually consists of two steps: Candidate 

generation and Candidate Selection. Candidate 

generation is used to find the most likely 

corrections of a misspelled word from the 

dictionary. In such a case, a string of characters 

is input and the operators represent insertion, 

deletion and substitution of characters with or 

without surrounding characters. Candidate 

generation is an example of string 

transformation. Note that candidate generation 

is concerned with a single word; after candidate 

generation, the words in the context (i.e., in the 

query) can be further leveraged to make the 

final candidate selection. 

The log linear model is defined as a 

conditional probability distribution of an output 

string and a rule set for the transformation 

given an input string. The learning method is 

based on maximum likelihood estimation. 

Thus, the model is trained toward the objective 

of generating strings with the largest likelihood 

given input strings. The generation algorithm 

efficiently performs the top k candidates. It is 

guaranteed to find the best k candidates without 
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enumerating all the possibilities. The 

experimental results on the two problems 

demonstrate that consistently and significantly 

performs better than the baseline methods of 

generative model and logistic regression model 

in terms of accuracy and efficiency.  

RELATED WORKS 

String transformation has many 

applications in data mining, natural language 

processing, information retrieval and 

bioinformatics. String transformation is novel 

and unique in the following aspects. It employs 

(1) a log linear model for string transformation, 

(2) an effective and accurate algorithm for 

model learning, and (3) an efficient algorithm 

for string generation. The existing work focus 

on enhancement of both accuracy and 

efficiency of string transformation. Conditional 

Random Field for Query Refinement (CRF-

QR). [3] CRF-QR predicts a sequence of 

refined query words as well as corresponding 

refinement operations . For the noisy channel, 

which describes the distribution of spelling 

errors, the joint-sequence modeling framework 

[9] to define the probability of transforming the 

original query into the observed character 

sequence. Most approaches to record matching 

[7] rely on textual similarity of the records, 

typically computed using a similarity function 

such as edit distance and jaccard similarity, to 

determine if two records are matches or not. 

Efficiency is not their main consideration since 

it is used for offline application. 

PROPOSED DESCRIPTION 

In the proposed method, query 

reformulation technique is used. Query 

reformulation involves rewriting the original 

query with its similar queries and enhancing the 

effectiveness of search. One represents an 

original query and the other represents a similar 

query (e.g., hotmail sign-on, hotmail sign-

up).For example, if the query is “NY Times” 

and the document only contains “New York 

Times”, then the query and document do not 

match well and the document will not be 

ranked high. Query reformulation attempts to 

transform “NY Times” to “New York Times” 

and thus make a better matching between the 

query and document. In the task, given a query 

(a string of words), one needs to generate all 

similar queries from the original (String of 

words). A probabilistic model is then obtained 

from the training data and the operators, which 

can assign scores to candidates of output strings 

given an input string. The best candidates are 

defined as those having the highest 
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probabilistic scores with respect to the training 

data.The weights of the transformation rules are 

calculated based on log likelihood ratio. A 

query database is used in this case. Mined 

contextual substitution patterns are tried to 

replace the words in the input query by using 

the patterns. In this technique that can achieve 

both high accuracy and efficiency, and is 

particularly powerful when the scale is large. 

MODEL FOR STRING TRANSFORMATION 

 

Fig: System Design 

There are two process, learning and 

generation. In the learning process, rules are 

first extracted from training string pairs. Then 

the model of string transformation is 

constructed using the learning system, 

consisting of rules and weights. In the 

generation process, given a new input string, 

the generation system produces the top k 

candidates of output string by referring to the 

model (rules and weights) stored in the rule 

index. 

Model 

The model consists of rules and 

weights. A rule is formally represented as α → 

β which denotes an operation of replacing 

substring α in the input string with substring β. 

It can consider word-level transformations and 

thus employ word-level rules. All possible rules 

are derived from the training data based on 

string alignment. First to align the characters in 

the input string and the output string based on 

edit-distance, and then derives rules from the 

alignment. Next to expand the derived rules 

with surrounding contexts. Derivation of word-

level rules can be performed similarly. 

STRING GENERATION ALGORITHM: 

This section, introduces how to 

efficiently generate the top k output strings. 

Rule Index 

  The rule index stores all the rules and 

their weights using an Aho-Corasick tree (AC 

tree), which can make the references of rules 

very efficient.  
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The AC tree is a trie with “failure 

links”, on which the Aho-Corasick string 

matching algorithm can be executed. The Aho-

Corasick algorithm is a well known dictionary 

matching algorithm which can quickly locate 

the elements of a finite set of strings within an 

input string. The time complexity of the 

algorithm is of linear order in the length of 

input string plus the number of matched entries. 

In string generation, given an input 

string, we first retrieve all the applicable rules 

and their weights from the AC tree in time 

complexity of input string length plus number 

of matched entries. 

Top k pruning 

The string generation problem amounts 

to that finding the top k output strings given the 

input string. The algorithm uses the top k 

pruning strategy to eliminate unlikely paths and 

thus improve efficiency. The algorithm further 

discards unlikely paths locally. If two paths 

have the same pos and string, then only the 

path with a larger score needs to be kept. 

Database Creation  

Database is utilized in string 

transformation in which the output strings must 

exist in the database. In the setting of using a 

database, it can further enhance the efficiency. 

Efficiency is vital for this task due to the 

following reasons. (1) The database is 

extremely large and (2) The response time must 

be very short. 

Anchor Text 

When users interact with a search 

engine, they not only find documents satisfying 

their information need, they also provide the 

search engine with implicit feedback about the 

results returned by the system. The search 

engine keeps track of this information in the 

form of a query log, which basically includes 

queries submitted by users and documents from 

the result pages that have been clicked on to 

view. 

Performance evaluation  

In spelling error correction, heuristic is 

used to mine word pairs. In query 

reformulation, similar query pairs are used as 

training data. Similar queries can be found 

from a click-through bipartite graph if they 

share the same clicked URLs. This method 

only works well for head (high frequency) 

queries.  
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ANALYSIS 

In query reformulation, similar query 

pairs are used as training. If the coefficient is 

larger than a threshold, then the two queries are 

considered similar. This method only works 

well for high frequency queries. It use bounded 

to denote the model with the constraint and 

unbounded to denote the model without the 

constraint. The result indicates that the 

difference between bounded and unbounded in 

terms of accuracy is small, which means that 

adding the constraint does not hurt the 

accuracy. The running time of logistic increases 

rapidly, while that of query reformulation 

method grows slowly. It indicates that query 

reformulation method which has pruning is 

very efficient compared to logistic which does 

not have pruning. Experiments on efficiency 

have been conducted with running time as the 

measure.  

CONCLUSION 

It has proposed a new statistical 

learning approach to string transformation. 

Two specific applications are addressed, 

namely spelling error correction of queries and 

query reformulation in web search. 

Experiments on efficiency have been conducted 

with running time as the measure. Experimental 

results on two large data sets and Microsoft 

Speller Challenge improves upon the baselines 

in terms of accuracy and efficiency.  
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